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rabbit lipoxygenase 2p0mrabbit lipoxygenase 2p0mrabbit lipoxygenase 2p0mrabbit lipoxygenase 2p0m
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Folded
UnfoldedI(s) ~ 1/s4

I(s) ~ 1/s I(s) ~ 1/s2 Scattering 
of a Rod
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   SAXS as a tool to validate structural models with flexibility

   Detection of flexibility in SAXS data

   

   Ensemble methods to characterize flexible biomolecules
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SAXS data on titin constructs:SAXS data on titin constructs:SAXS data on titin constructs:SAXS data on titin constructs:

A164-A169   (5 Ig domains)A164-A169   (5 Ig domains)A164-A169   (5 Ig domains)A164-A169   (5 Ig domains)

A168-A169-A170-TK-M1-M2 (5 A168-A169-A170-TK-M1-M2 (5 A168-A169-A170-TK-M1-M2 (5 A168-A169-A170-TK-M1-M2 (5 
domains)domains)domains)domains)

A170-TKA170-TKA170-TKA170-TK
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